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When the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered, one scroll stood out from all the rest. It was made of

copper and described more than sixty vast, hidden treasures -- and how to find them. But where are

those treasures now? This real-life riddle has stumped archeologists and treasure hunters for

almost sixty years. Now Jonathan, Kendall, Jim, and Jessie think they've uncovered a clue that may

unlock the mystery. As the Creation Response Team follows clues from one biblical location to the

next, opposition increases on every side. The team's even being tailed by Myles Morgan! Join the

Creation Response Team for a heart-racing archeological treasure hunt that will uncover ancient

artifacts from Bible times and reveal exciting testimonies to God's amazing creation and His inerrant

Word. . . in Jonathan Park and the Copper Scroll! This album is Volume #8 in the continuing

Jonathan Park Creation Adventures series.
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First of all, let me list all of the negative things I believe are in this album:1. I think that some of the

acting isn't the greatest.2. The informational talks can sometimes become tedious.3. It is hard to

know what's going on unless you're paying close attention. Now for all the good things.1.

Jonathan's voice sounds pretty close to the original, and that is important to me.2. Jessie's back!

Finally, Jesse is more of a main character in this album.3. The information included in this volume is

absolutely fantastic! Themes like: What makes the Bible different from other historical accounts,

how did we end up with the old and new testament,and how was it put together.4. The story takes



various twists that I didn't see coming.5. The mystery in The Copper Scroll is actually a REAL LIFE

MYSTERY! And it gets better and better as you near the end.6. Myles Morgan is in this one!7. This

album also includes a hint of the next volume at the very end. Something that's is very refreshing

about this album is that it isn't about creation vs evolution. Instead, it's about Creation and Biblical

accounts vs other Bible-aged legends and myths. It also has helped my personal faith in how

trustworthy is the Bible. Of course, the Bible is all inspired by God, but I was still having lingering

doubts, and this volume reestablished my faith. Over all, a GREAT, ENTERTAINING ADVENTURE.

Great job, Vision Forum.

This is a fun and action-packed audio story suitable for the whole family, about two families who

along with their friends and partners get involved in various adventures around the globe. My family

listened to this one while we were driving on vacation. Some closed-minded types might not

appreciate it -- it is not lukewarm or blase about expressing its perspective. (But, humorously, it

exposes those who claim the banner of open-mindedness, tolerance, and truth for themselves, ha

ha.)Volume I describes the beginning of the CRT team that experiences these adventures, if you

would like the background on the characters. What I love about this entire series is that it is rational

and science-based, not a bunch of emotional propaganda by those whose faith is failing (once you

look into it, you see how deep that divide really is); yet it is still exciting to listen to. We always

eagerly anticipate the next volume to be released, and recommend it to you and your family.

Jonathan park is awesome! You can learn so much through these CD s. Totally worth it! This series

has improved my science grade. And is great for getting the inside scoop of knowledge about our

world.

Love this series! My kids beg us to listen to it instead of watch TV. Product as described. This is a

must buy, you and the kids will walk away learning so much.

My two boys received this for Christmas and have already listened to it. They are planning to start it

all over again tomorrow. It was a great, action packet story with fun twists and turns along the way.

Perfect for your son who loves action, suspense and mystery. Appropriate for ages 8 and up.

We love all the Jonathan Park cds, this one included. Glad to have a new adventure to listen to.

Excellent program.
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